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H I G H L I G H T S

� Previously-developed filtered drag models tested using coarse-grid simulations.
� Coarse-grid filtered model simulations compared to highly-resolved exact solutions.
� Filtered models offer significantly improved macroscopic predictions.
� Resolution of meso-scale structures sacrificed for computational speed.
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a b s t r a c t

The accuracy of coarse-grid multiphase CFD simulations of fluidized beds may be improved via the
inclusion of filtered constitutive models. In our previous study (Sarkar et al., 2013 Chem. Eng. Sci., 104,
pp. 399–412), we developed such a set of filtered drag relationships for beds with immersed arrays of
cooling tubes. Verification of these filtered drag models is addressed in this work. Predictions from
coarse-grid simulations with the sub-grid filtered corrections are compared against accurate, highly-
resolved simulations of full-scale turbulent and bubbling fluidized beds. The filtered drag models offer a
computationally efficient yet accurate alternative for obtaining macroscopic predictions, but the spatial
resolution of meso-scale clustering heterogeneities is sacrificed.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Resolving meso-scale structures such as particle clusters and
gas bubbles in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
of commercial-scale fluidized beds is prohibitively expensive
(Agrawal et al., 2001). Such highly resolved CFD simulations are
impractical for most applications. An alternative approach is to
incorporate the influence of these clusters and bubbles via filtered
constitutive models, implemented as sub-grid corrections in much
more affordable coarse-grid simulations.

A number of recent studies have focused on development,
verification, and validation of filtered models for gas-particle
flows (Agrawal et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2005; Holloway and
Sundaresan, 2012; Igci et al., 2008, 2012; Igci and Sundaresan,
2011a, 2011b; Li et al., 1999; Milioli et al., 2013; Ozel et al., 2013;

Parmentier et al., 2012; Schneiderbauer and Pirker, 2013). In our
recent work (Sarkar et al., 2013), we developed filtered drag models
to account for an array of cylinders immersed in a fluidized bed.
Such cylinder arrays are commonly employed as heat transfer tubes
in fluidized bed applications. The filtered models developed in
Sarkar et al. (2013) are intended for use in coarse simulations with
grid spacing in excess of tube diameter and tube spacing, so that the
tube bundle is effectively treated as a porous medium. In the
present study, we address verification of these filtered drag models.

Highly-resolved simulations of fluidized beds, where the
immersed tubes are explicitly accounted for as boundaries, have
been performed. The results are then used as exact solutions to
verify the fidelity of faster coarse-grid simulations incorporating
the filtered drag models. Two fluidization regimes are examined:
turbulent and bubbling. Not surprisingly, coarse-grid simulations
without filtered drag corrections severely underestimate the
pressure drop and produce unrealistically large bed expansions.
It will be demonstrated that inclusion of the filtered models in
coarse-grid simulations affords good prediction of the macroscopic
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quantities of interest. The principal message of the present study is
captured in Fig. 1, which compares the predictions afforded by highly
resolved simulations (left panel), coarse-grid simulations ignoring
sub-grid corrections (middle panel) and coarse-grid simulations
including the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered models (right panel). These
results are explained in greater detail in the ensuing sections.

2. Background

Gas-particle flows in fluidized beds are characterized by rapid,
chaotic formation and breakup of particle clusters and gas bubbles.
These meso-scale features, in turn, affect the macroscopic flow
behavior, including the bed expansion and gas pressure profile. In
commercial-scale applications, macroscopic quantities are gener-
ally of greater interest than the meso-scale flow behavior of
individual clusters or bubbles. Therefore, CFD simulations of large
devices should be capable of accurately predicting the macro-
scopic quantities of interest. However, to obtain accurate macro-
scopic predictions, the meso-scale heterogeneities must be
properly resolved or their consequences on resolved flow must
be modeled accurately.

Agrawal et al. (2001) have shown that the grid size should be of
the order of a few particle diameters if one seeks to resolve in CFD
simulations the mesoscopic clusters, which typically span 10�100
particle diameters. If this requirement is violated by employing
coarser grids, fine-scale clusters are not captured, which, in turn,
leads to inaccurate macroscopic predictions. In particular, the gas-
particle drag in coarse-grid simulations is overestimated resulting
in an overly-expanded bed (Parmentier et al., 2012). In reality, gas
is able to bypass fine-scale particle clusters formed in the bed,
thereby reducing the effective gas-particle drag and hence low-
ering the bed height. Early attempts to capture this effect relied on
the use of ‘effective’ particle sizes larger than the true diameter of
the particles (for example, McKeen and Pugsley, 2003; Arastoopour
and Gidaspow, 1979).

As an alternative to the expensive, highly-resolved simulations,
several recent studies have proposed the use of filtered constitutive

equations in coarse-grid simulations, which serve as sub-grid
corrections to the microscopic equations. Filtered corrections to
kinetic-theory-based constitutive models for gas-solid flows were
developed in a series of publications: Andrews et al. (2005), Igci
et al. (2008), Igci and Sundaresan (2011a), and Milioli et al. (2013).
Results from representative periodic cell simulations were analyzed
to construct models for filtered gas–solid drag, solids pressure, and
solids viscosity. Verification and validation of these models for riser
flows are discussed in Igci and Sundaresan (2011b) and Igci et al.
(2012), respectively. Filtered models for reaction kinetics (Holloway
and Sundaresan, 2012) and heat transfer (Agrawal et al., 2013) also
have been investigated.

Parmentier et al. (2012) and Ozel et al. (2013) have shown that
the filtered interphase drag is the most significant correction, and
argued that the filtered stress corrections are less important to
capture macroscopic quantities; coarse-grid simulations incorporat-
ing only the filtered gas-solid drag were found to be sufficient to
accurately predict the macroscopic bed expansion. A number of
other studies (Li et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010; to
name a few) also have focused on sub-grid models for the gas-solid
drag, but have not develop filtered stress corrections. A comparison
of predictions yielded by different sub-grid drag modifications can
be found in Schneiderbauer et al. (2013). Filtered stress corrections
do have an influence on the details of inhomogeneities resolved in
the coarse-grid simulations; for example, Schneiderbauer and Pirker
(2013) have shown that filtered stress models help predict the
correct bubble rise velocity in bubbling beds.

Efforts to develop filtered models have mostly focused on
fluidized beds without any internal structures. However, immersed
cylinder arrays are commonly used as heat exchangers in many
industrial applications. In our recent work, Sarkar et al. (2013),
we developed filtered drag models for gas-particle flows in fluidized
beds with such immersed tube arrays. Following the approach in Igci
et al. (2008), simulation results from a representative unit cell
with periodic boundaries were analyzed to construct filtered drag
closures. The introduction of immersed cylinders necessitated a
revision of the existing filtered gas-particle drag model given by
Igci et al. (2008). At larger solid fractions, the presence of tubes

Fig. 1. Solid fraction distributions obtained in various two-fluid model simulations of a turbulent bed. The computationally expensive, highly resolved exact simulation is
shown on the left. Coarse-grid simulations without filtered models (middle) predict physically unrealistic bed expansions. Significantly superior predictions are obtained
with the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered models (right) even with very coarse grids. In the coarse-grid simulations (middle and right), the cylinder array is implemented as a
uniform, stationary porous medium (refer to Section 4). The grid sizes (Δhigh�res

grid and Δcoarse
grid ) are expressed as multiples of the particle diameter ðdpÞ.
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enhances gas-particle segregation around the cylinder, resulting in a
reduction of the effective gas-solid drag coefficient.

The cylinder arrays also exert a kinetic drag force on the
suspension, analogous to the fluid drag experienced by single
cylinder. Models for the filtered gas-solid drag and filtered
cylinder-suspension drag were presented in Sarkar et al. (2013),
summarized in Table 1 and discussed in greater detail in Section 5.
As the focus of our work has been on developing models to afford
accurate predictions of macroscopic quantities such as bed height,
we have not considered refinements to the filtered stress correc-
tions to account for the effect of immersed tubes.

The present work addresses verification of the filtered drag
models presented in Sarkar et al. (2013). The filtered drag models
are first implemented in CFD simulations with coarse grid sizes.
These coarse-grid filtered model predictions are then compared
against computationally expensive, highly resolved fluidized bed
simulations, which are treated as the exact solutions.

3. Highly-resolved full-scale fluidized bed simulations

In the present study, highly-resolved two-dimensional CFD
simulations were performed using the open-source code MFIX
(Syamlal, 1998; Syamlal et al., 1993) to generate computational data
on performance of full-scale fluidized beds with many immersed
cylinders. These simulations are based on the same set of kinetic-
theory-based two-fluid model equations and constitutive models
used in our previous work, which can be found in Sarkar et al. (2013)
and are not repeated here. The immersed cylinders were repre-
sented by the cut-cell approach (Dietiker et al., 2013) in MFIX, where
small sections of the curved cylindrical boundaries are approxi-
mated as straight chords (Fig. 2).

Simulations were performed for two operating regimes: turbu-
lent and bubbling fluidization. The turbulent and bubbling beds
were of similar sizes but have different aspect ratios. A taller
turbulent bed was chosen to allow for a larger bed height while
avoiding particle elutriation from the top outlet. Dimensions of the
two beds are given in Table 2. Snapshots from such highly-resolved
simulations of turbulent and bubbling beds are illustrated in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Although commercial-scale operations
would likely involve larger devices, the fluidized beds we model are
adequately large for filtered-model verification purposes.

The fluidizing gas enters the bed along the entire length of the
bottom edge with uniform velocity distribution (Fig. 2). The inlet
superficial gas velocities in the turbulent and bubbling bed
simulations are 0:7vt , and 0:07953vt (�4 times the minimum
fluidization velocity) respectively, where vt is the particle terminal
velocity. The cylinder configuration, i.e., the tube diameter and
spacing, and the gas- and particle-phase material properties are
identical for both systems (Table 2).

A grid resolution of Δhigh�res
grid ¼ 8:33dp is employed for the

highly resolved simulations, hence these simulations required O
(106) computational cells. We have previously shown that grid
refinement beyond this value does not improve predictions
noticeably, but increases computational costs considerably
(Sarkar et al., 2013). This resolution is already much finer than
the grid size of 33:33dp used by Igci and Sundaresan (2011b) in
their verification studies, and similar to the grid size of 6:67dp used
by Parmentier et al. (2012). For our verification study, a grid
resolution of 8:33dp is considered sufficient to provide an exact
solution for the macroscopic characteristics of the flow.

The axial solids volume fraction profiles from the highly resolved
simulations are shown in Fig. 3. All axial profiles henceforth shown
are for measurements averaged along a row of cells in the horizontal
(i.e., X) direction, and averaged with time, representing statistical
steady state of the flow. The black squares show the solid fraction,

averaged over one row of cells, as a function of bed height (made
dimensionless using the device height). Oscillations in the solid
fraction with height are observed, generated because of the

Table 1
Summary of filtered model equations with immersed cylinders.

Cylinder array volume fraction

Φcyl ¼
Vcyl

V tot
¼ π=4D2

cyl

1=2a2cyl (4)

Mass conservation

∂ðρsΦsÞ
∂t

þ∇UðρsΦs
~V sÞ ¼ 0 (5)

∂ðρgΦgÞ
∂t

þ∇UðρgΦg
~VgÞ ¼ 0 (6)

Momentum conservation

∂ðρsΦs
~V sÞ

∂t
þ∇UðρsΦs

~V s
~V sÞ ¼ �∇UΣs�Φs∇UΣgþFg:sþFc:gsþρsΦsg (7)

∂ðρgΦg
~Vg Þ

∂t
þ∇U ðρgΦg

~Vg
~VgÞ ¼ �Φg∇UΣg�Fg:sþρgΦgg (8)

Filtered gas-solid drag

Fg:s ¼ ðρsg=vt Þð1�ΦcylÞβn

g:sð ~Vg� ~V sÞ; (9)

where

β
n

g:s ¼
1

ρsg=vt
ð1�HÞβg:s;micro

βg:s;micro ¼
3
4
CD

ρg 1� Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
j ~Vg� ~V sj

dp
1� Φs

1�Φcyl

 !�2:65

;

CD ¼
24
Rep

ð1þ0:15Re0:687p Þ; Repo1000

0:44; RepZ1000

(
;

H¼

2:7 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �0:234

; Φs

1�Φcyl
o0:0012

�0:019 Φs

1�Φcyl

� ��0:455

þ0:963; 0:0012r Φs

1�Φcyl
o0:014

0:868e
�0:38 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
�0:176e

�119:2 Φs
1�Φcyl

� �
; 0:014r Φs

1�Φcyl
o0:25

�4:59� 10�5e
19:75 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
þ0:852e

�0:268 Φs
1�Φcyl

� �
; 0:25r Φs

1�Φcyl
o0:30

�0:4341 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
þ0:8998

� �
1�e

42:68 Φs
1�Φcyl

�0:64

� �2
64

3
75; 0:30r Φs

1�Φcyl
r0:64

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

:

Filtered cylinder-suspension drag

Fc:gs ¼ ðρsgÞð1�ΦcylÞf
n

c:gs;
(10)

where

f
n

c:gs ¼
f
n

c:gs;x

f
n

c:gs;y

8<
:

9=
;¼

�β
n

c:gs;x
~Us
vt

~U s
vt

��� ���
�β

n

c:gs;y
~V s
vt

~V s
vt

��� ���
8><
>:

9>=
>;;

β
n

c:gs;x ¼ β
n

c:gs;y

B3
Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2

1þB4
Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2

2
6664

3
7775=

1:042 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2

1þ16:02 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2

2
6664

3
7775;

β
n

c:gs;y ¼
B1

Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2

1þB2
Φs

1�Φcyl

� �2;

B1 ¼
�0:1106Dn 4

cyl þ1:047Dn 3
cyl �2:354Dn 2

cyl þ1:957Dn

cyl

an 2
cyl �22:74an

cylþ134:0
;

B2 ¼
�6:273Dn 3

cyl þ40:86Dn 2
cyl

an 2
cyl �26:86an

cylþ196:3
;

B3 ¼ 0:4543;
B4 ¼ 6:427:
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successive rows of cylinders present in the bed. The periodicity of
the oscillations is equal to the cylinder spacing acyl. The oscillation
crests (minimum solid fraction points) approximately coincide with
the centers of cylinder rows. A larger solid fraction is found just
above each row of cylinders. An examination of snapshots of the
solid fraction distributions reveal packed clusters of solids on top of
the tubes, which results in larger solid fraction values. This behavior
is more prominent in the bubbling bed (Fig. 3(b)).

The cell size used in coarse-grid simulations of commercial-scale
devices can be larger than the periodicity of the solid fraction
oscillations. Therefore, these coarse grid simulations will not be able
to capture the oscillations observed in Fig. 3. As mentioned pre-
viously, the meso-scale features are of lesser interest in device-scale
simulations where the goal is to accurately predict macroscopic bed
behavior. We anticipate that the cell size used in coarse-grid
simulations will be on the order of the cylinder spacing acyl or larger.

However, it is reasonable to want the coarse-grid simulations
be able to predict the macroscopically averaged solid fraction in
the bed. The averaged solid fraction profiles (shown as solid red
lines in Fig. 3), obtained by filtering over sections of height acyl, are
set as one of our target quantities of interest, which the coarse-
grid simulations should be able to predict satisfactorily. The
macroscopic axial profile for gas pressure, our other quantity of
interest, did not exhibit any oscillatory features and, therefore, did
not require averaging with height.

4. Filtered drag models and implementation in coarse-grid
simulations

The set of filtered equations developed in Sarkar et al. (2013) are
summarized in Table 1. The mass and momentum conservation
equations for the solids and gas phase (Eqs. (5)–(8)) are similar to the
familiar microscopic forms. However, that the microscopic variables
are replaced by their filtered counterparts, denoted by overhanging
bars or tildes, and additional filtered terms appear on the right hand
side (Igci et al., 2008; Sarkar et al., 2013).

In previous studies (Igci et al., 2008; Milioli et al., 2013;
Parmentier et al., 2012), the filtered gas-solid drag coefficient βg:s
is generally expressed as a modification to the drag law, expressed
as,

βg:s ¼ ð1�HÞβmicro
g:s ; ð1Þ

where βmicro
g:s is the drag coefficient predicted by a kinetic-theory-

based microscopic model (such as Wen and Yu, 1966). The

correction factor ð1�HÞ accounts for the reduction in the effective
drag coefficient due to clustering inhomogeneities. In our previous
work (Sarkar et al., 2013), we developed an expression for H
(Eq. (9)), similar to the form given by Igci et al. (2008) but with a
modification to account for the presence of immersed cylinders.

The immersed cylinder array exerts a drag force on the
suspension (when the suspension flows relative to the cylinder
array), which is modeled as an additional body force Fc:gs acting on
the solids phase in the coarse-grid simulations (see Eq. (7)). Since
ρsv2s cρgv2g for gas-particle flows, the cylinder-suspension drag
force is mainly due to solid particles interacting with the tubes.
The contribution due to the gas phase is small. Therefore, the
cylinder-suspension drag is not partitioned between the gas and
solid phases separately, but lumped together as the body force Fc:gs
in the solids-momentum equation. A more detailed explanation
for this assumption can be found in Sarkar et al. (2013). The
favorable results obtained in the present work will further justify
the validity of this assumption. The cylinder-suspension drag was
found to be anisotropic and expressions for the drag coefficients
were developed in Sarkar et al. (2013) (Eq. (10)).

The filtered drag expressions in Sarkar et al. (2013) were
derived using a sufficiently large filter length, and, thus, are
applicable to the large-filter-size limit. Therefore, the grid size
used in coarse-grid simulations should also be sufficiently large to

Fig. 2. Schematic of the highly-resolved, full-scale fluidized bed simulations. Bed inlet/outlet conditions, cylinder configuration, and cut-cell representation of the cylinder
boundaries are shown for a snapshot of the bubbling bed. Details regarding geometry and operating conditions of the both the bubbling and turbulent beds can be found in
Table 2.

Table 2
Operating conditions, geometric properties, and material properties used in the
simulations.

Property Turbulent bed Bubbling bed

Dimensionless cylinder diameter, Dn

cyl 4.15 (Dcyl=dp ¼ 205)

Dimensionless cylinder spacing, an

cyl 13.49 (acyl=dp ¼ 667)

Cylinder array volume fraction, Φcyl 0.1485

Dimensionless bed width�bed height 121.38�242.76 161.84�134.87

Highly-resolved grid size, Δhigh�res
grid

8.33dp

Gas inlet velocity 0.7vt 0.07953vt
Gas density 1.142 kg/m3

Gas viscosity 2�10�5 Pa � s
Particle diameter 150 μm
Particle density 441 kg/m3

Particle-particle restitution 0.9

Particle terminal velocity (vt ) 0.2697 m/s
Characteristic length scale ðv2t =gÞ 7.41�10�3 m

Characteristic stress ðρsv2t Þ 32.08 Pa
Characteristic volumetric force ðρsgÞ 4.33�103 N/m3
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maintain the validity of these large-filter-size-limit expressions.
Typically, the coarse grid size should be on the order of the cylinder
spacing to satisfy the abovementioned requirement. At such coarse
resolutions, the cell sizes become too large to explicitly resolve the
cylinders.

In the coarse-grid simulations, the cylinder array is represented
by an equivalent stationary porous medium, implemented in the
CFD models as a secondary solids phase. The momentum equa-
tions for this secondary solids phase are not solved, thereby
rendering this phase as stationary. The volume fraction of this
cylinder phase ðΦcylÞ is set to the average volume fraction occupied
by the tubes (Eq. (4)). The filtered drag equations are incorporated
in MFIX as modifications to the existing source code.

5. Filtered drag model predictions

Predictions from coarse-grid simulations of the turbulent bed
without any filtered corrections are presented in Fig. 4. Comparing
Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), it is evident that the macroscopic predictions for
solid fraction profiles are inaccurate without filtered models. This is
due to an overestimation of the effective gas–solid drag, which the
filtered drag models seek to correct. As the filtered drag models of
Sarkar et al. (2013) are intended to be an asymptotic form for large
filter sizes, similar predictions of macroscopic quantities of interest are
expected for a range of physically reasonable coarse-grid sizes.

Fig. 5 presents solids volume fraction profiles for coarse-grid
sizes ðΔcoarse

grid Þ ranging from 333 to 1500 times the particle diameter
ðdpÞ. Although we explore meshes as coarse as Δcoarse

grid =dp ¼ 1500,
the grid sizes typically used with filtered models are smaller,
Δcoarse

grid =dp ratios are usually O(100) (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011b;
Parmentier et al., 2012; Schneiderbauer et al., 2013). Good agree-
ment for the average bed solid fraction is obtained, even for the
coarsest meshes employed ðΔcoarse

grid =dp ¼ 1500Þ. For these coarse-
grid results, the solid fractions near the bed surface are less
reliable, owing to the poorer spatial resolutions accorded by larger

cells. This discrepancy becomes unimportant for taller devices
since the error is contained within a few vertical cells, which are
negligible when a larger number of vertical cells are used.

A closer examination of Fig. 5 reveals that the solid fraction is
slightly overpredicted by the filtered model simulations. However, the
differences are very small—the maximum errors are less than 4% of
the exact solution. To put the quality of the filtered model predictions
in perspective, the solid fraction results without sub-grid corrections
(Fig. 4(a)) were significantly worse even with grid resolutions much
finer than those shown in Fig. 5. In comparison, the filtered-model
results with coarser grids demonstrate grid-independence and are
quantitatively reasonable, while also providing a considerable reduc-
tion in the computational time. Nevertheless, we will analyze the
source of this small discrepancy later in this paper.

The axial pressure distributions predicted using coarse-grid
simulations with filtered models are shown in Fig. 6. The pressure
is made dimensionless ðPnÞ using the following expression:

Pn ¼ P�Poutlet

ρsv2t
; ð2Þ

where Poutlet is the top outlet pressure, set as one atmospheric
pressure (101325 Pa), and ρsv2t is the characteristic scale for
pressure and stress. The pressure drop in the device occurs mostly
in the bed where most of the particles reside, and therefore the
pressure gradient in this region is larger. The freeboard region is
occupied almost exclusively by the gas and the pressure drop in
this region is very small in comparison, almost imperceptible in
Fig. 6. The pressure profiles in both regions are found to be linear,
but with different slopes. The pressure drop profiles can be used to
better estimate the bed height. The location of the bed surface is
given by the inflexion point of the pressure profile, i.e., where the
two lines for bed and freeboard regions intersect.

Good agreements for the bed height and gas pressure profiles
are obtained using the filtered models. As with the solid fraction
profiles (Fig. 5), grid-independent solutions are obtained for the
gas pressure (Fig. 6). However, upon closer examination of Fig. 6,

Fig. 3. Solids volume fraction profile with height from highly resolved full-bed simulations: (a) turbulent bed and (b) bubbling bed. Solid red lines show the macroscopically-
averaged solids volume fraction profile, obtained by filtering over vertical slices of height acyl. Height measurements along the vertical axis are made dimensionless using the
device height. The grid resolution used in both simulations is Δhigh�res

grid =dp ¼ 8:33. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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the filtered models tend to predict a slightly lower bed height
(when compared to the exact solution), and therefore a slightly
larger pressure gradient in the bed region.

We examined if the slightly under-expanded bed in our coarse-
grid simulations could be due to our choice of side-wall boundary
conditions. No-slip boundary conditions for solids and gas phases
were specified at the walls of the vessel in our highly resolved as
well as coarse-grid simulations described above. Igci and
Sundaresan (2011b) employed the Johnson and Jackson (1987)
partial-slip condition in their highly-resolved simulations of riser
flows, but concluded that free-slip walls is a more reasonable
boundary condition for the filtered model simulations. Fig. 7
presents the solid fraction and pressure drop profiles obtained
from filtered model simulations with free-slip walls for both
phases. However, the small discrepancy in the fill level was not
resolved using free-slip walls—the profiles with free-slip and no-
slip walls are practically indistinguishable.

We then examined if the slightly under-expanded bed in our
coarse-grid simulations could be due to a different wall effect. Igci
and Sundaresan (2011b) found that filtered drag corrections for
near-wall regions in riser flows can differ in magnitude from those
in the core region. In contrast, close examination of the filtered
solid fractions, velocities, and drag coefficients in our highly-
resolved simulation revealed almost no differences between the
near-wall and core regions of the bed (results not shown), i.e., the
walls of the vessel have little effect on these quantities. It seems
reasonable to conclude that the presence of the cylinder array in
our fluidized beds tends to suppress flow variations in the
transverse direction. Similar behavior was also observed by
Li et al. (2011), who report more uniform transverse profiles for
velocity and solid fraction with immersed tube bundles. In
sufficiently wide fluidized beds, the side-wall frictional resistance
is much smaller than the particle drag, and the walls principally
serve to exert a no-penetration condition. Moreover, the surface

area provided by the cylinders is much greater than the side-wall
surface area. Therefore, the side-walls have a negligible influence
when in the presence of cylinder arrays. Flow behavior near the
walls is practically identical to flow in the core region.

Verification of the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered drag models was
also performed for a bubbling bed. The exact solution obtained
through highly-resolved simulation has already been discussed in
Section 3. Quantifying the accuracy of the filtered model predic-
tions for multiple regimes, namely turbulent and bubbling fluidi-
zation, will help build additional confidence in the validity of our
filtered corrections.

The solid fraction and gas pressure profiles for the bubbling bed
obtained from coarse-grid simulations of the filtered models are
shown in Fig. 8. The bubbling bed predictions follow the trends
observed for the turbulent bed. Grid-independent results are
obtained for a range of coarse-grid sizes. These coarse-grid
simulations with filtered models predict the pressure drop, bed
height, and bed solid fraction with reasonable accuracy. Without
the filtered models, unphysical bed expansion with a mean bed
solid fraction strongly dependent on the (coarse) grid size is
obtained (results not shown, as they reveal the same trends as
in the turbulent bed shown in Fig. 4). Similar to the turbulent bed
case, the solid fraction in bubbling bed is slightly overpredicted by
coarse-grid simulations employing the filtered models (but with
less than 5% error). Once again, we ascertained that this over-
prediction in the bubbling bed is not due to boundary effects.

6. Reconstruction of filtered drag models from highly-resolved
bed simulations

In the preceding section, predictions from coarse-grid simula-
tions incorporating the filtered drag models were compared
against the coarse-grained results extracted from highly-resolved

Fig. 4. Macroscopic (a) axial solid fraction and (b) gas pressure profiles from coarse-grid turbulent-bed simulations without any corrections to the microscopic constitutive
relationships, shown for different coarse-grid resolutions Δcoarse

grid =dp . Gas enters the fluidized bed along the bottomwith a uniform superficial velocity of 0.7 times the particle
terminal velocity ðvt Þ. The cylinder array is modeled as a uniform, stationary porous medium (refer to Section 4). Height is made dimensionless using the device height.
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simulations of full-scale fluidized beds. The filtered drag models
were constructed using representative periodic cell simulations
(Sarkar et al., 2013), an approach also followed by Igci et al. (2008)
and Milioli et al. (2013).

To build additional confidence in the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered
models, we attempted to reconstruct them using the highly-resolved
full-scale fluidized bed simulations. This alternate approach to
develop the filtered corrections using the full-bed models instead

Fig. 5. Axial solid fraction profiles in a full-scale turbulent bed obtained from coarse-grid simulations of the filtered models. The exact solution from the highly resolved
simulation is shown as a solid red line. Bed solid fraction profiles for a range of coarse-grid resolutions Δcoarse

grid =dp show grid-size-independent results, presented in separate
sub-plots (a)–(c) for clarity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Axial pressure profile in a full-scale turbulent bed obtained from coarse-grid simulations of the filtered models. The exact solution from the highly resolved simulation
is shown as a solid red line. Profiles for varying coarse-grid resolutions Δcoarse

grid =dp are presented, separated in sub-plots (a)–(c) for clarity. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of periodic simulations also was followed by Parmentier et al. (2012)
and Igci and Sundaresan (2011b). The filtered models reconstructed
using this alternate approach can then be compared against our
original Sarkar et al. (2013) models, and hence verify that both
approaches yield the same filtered equations.

Using the two full-bed simulations above, we were able to
partially reconstruct the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered models.
A majority of the data collected from the full-scale turbulent
and bubbling beds lie within narrower solid fraction ranges of
0.12—0.26 and 0.35—0.43, respectively. Therefore, accurate recon-
structions are possible only for these ranges. Nevertheless, it is
sufficient for verification purposes.

The bed regions of the full-bed simulations were filtered to
determine and record the filtered solid fractions, filtered solid/gas
velocities, filtered gas-solid drag, and filtered cylinder-suspension drag.
A filter size of 26.97�26.97 dimensionless units (corresponding to
0.2 m�0.2 m) was employed, identical to the filter size used in Sarkar
et al. (2013). This filter length is twice the cylinder spacing acyl, which
means that the filtering region contains a repeating unit cell of the
cylinder array. Filtered information collected from the freeboard region
is discarded. The recorded filtered data is then binned based on the
(filtered) solid fraction to reconstruct the filtered drag models.

Fig. 9(a) shows the filtered gas-solid drag coefficients obtained
from the high-resolution bed simulations compared against the Sarkar
et al. (2013) model. The unfiltered microscopic drag coefficient given
by Wen and Yu (1966) is included for reference. The filtered gas-solid
drag coefficients derived from the full-bed models (circle/triangle
symbols) and the periodic slice simulations (solid line) are very
similar: both show almost the same amount of reduction with respect
to the unfiltered microscopic values (dotted line). The values predicted

by the Sarkar et al. (2013) model are slightly smaller than those
obtained by filtering the full-bed simulations, in particular, for the
bubbling bed. The differences for the turbulent bed case are almost
negligible (note the logarithmic scale of the vertical axis). This slight
underprediction of the filtered gas-solid drag coefficient could be a
possible source of error causing the small under-expansion of the bed
discussed in Section 5.

It is worthwhile to compare the filtered slip velocities obtained
from the periodic-slice models used in Sarkar et al. (2013) and the
full-bed simulations reported in this work. In Sarkar et al. (2013),
the filtered vertical slip velocity was found to be a function of the
filtered solid fraction, given by the fit,

~V g� ~V s ¼ 6:697vt e
�8:140 Φs

1�Φcyl

� �
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1�Φcyl

 !2

þ2:670
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3
5;
ð3Þ

shown by the solid line in Fig. 9(b). The filtered slip velocities
generated in the full-bed simulations (circle/triangle markers) are
found to be smaller than the slip velocities obtained from the
periodic slice simulations. Recent work by Milioli et al. (2013)
shows that the slip velocity is not a single-valued function of the
solid fraction, as the fit given by Eq. (3) suggests. Instead, the slip
velocity, for a given solid fraction, follows a probability distribu-
tion with an approximate mean value given by Eq. (3).1 Therefore,

Fig. 7. Axial profiles for (a) solid fraction and (b) gas pressure, from coarse-grid filtered-model simulations of the turbulent bed with free-slip walls. The corresponding exact
solutions from the highly-resolved simulation are shown as solid red lines. Predictions for varying coarse-grid resolutions Δcoarse

grid =dp are shown.

1 A reanalysis of the periodic-cell simulation data from Sarkar et al. (2013) showed
that the slip velocity for a given solid fraction follows a Gaussian distribution with mean
values given by Eq. (3). Differences in slip velocity values observed in Fig. 9(b) are well
within one standard deviation of the Gaussian distributions.
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there is some uncertainty associated with the filtered slip velocity
as well as other filtered statistics collected from the highly-
resolved simulations. These uncertainties should be incorporated
in the filtered drag models via uncertainty quantification, and will
be the focus of our future work. The origin of these discrepancies,
albeit small, will perhaps be addressed via uncertainly quantifica-
tion and help in further refinement of the filtered drag models.

The effective cylinder-suspension drag force ðFc:gsÞ filtered from
the full-bed simulations also are compared to the predictions from
the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered model. The Fc:gs values are shown
by triangle/circle markers in Fig. 10, where each marker is for a
particular binned solid fraction value. Scatter bars for the markers
indicate one standard deviation of the Fc:gs measurements
collected for the corresponding solid fraction bin. From the
Sarkar et al. (2013) model for the filtered cylinder-suspension
drag (Eq. (10)), it is apparent that Fc:gs is a multivariate function of
the solids velocity ð ~V sÞ and the solid fraction (Φs, appearing
implicitly via the drag coefficient βn

c:gs). Therefore, the predictions
for Fc:gs comprise of a family of curves, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and
(b), where each curve is for the corresponding binned solid
fraction value of a particular triangle/circle marker.

Fig. 10(a) and (b) show that the cylinder-suspension drag force
filtered from the full-bed simulations match the Sarkar et al.
(2013) model predictions generally within one standard deviation.
The comparison results are shown more clearly in Fig. 10(c), where
the full-bed filtered drag forces are presented with the corre-
sponding point-value predictions. The Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered
model generally underpredicts the cylinder-suspension drag force.
However, the absolute differences are small and within the full-
bed measurements' uncertainty, indicated by the scatter bars.

For the purposes of the present study, we conclude that the
filtered model reconstructions based on the full-bed simulations
closely match the Sarkar et al. (2013) sub-grid corrections, but
small quantitative differences exist. These differences are artifacts of
constructing our filtered relationships based on idealized periodic
models, which were necessary to afford parametric studies. As a
first engineering approximation, the bed solid fractions obtained from
filtered-model simulations could be reduced by �5% to account for
the overprediction.

7. Conclusions

The filtered drag models developed in Sarkar et al. (2013) are
implemented in coarse-grid simulations of turbulent and bubbling
fluidized beds. The resulting macroscopic filtered-model predictions
are compared against expensive, highly-resolved, full-bed simulations.
True representation of the cylinder array is substituted with an
effective stationary porous media. Predictions for the macroscopic
quantities of interest, namely axial solid fraction and gas pressure
profile, demonstrate significant improvements, especially when com-
pared to coarse-grid simulations without any sub-grid corrections.

Considerable savings in computational costs is also achieved by
employing the filtered models. Although the exact run time depends
on available computational hardware and the CFD code used (which
typically scales linearly with number of simulated cells), the time
savings can be several orders in magnitude. For example, the highly-
resolved exact solution for the turbulent bed required more than 106

cells and ran for �4 weeks on 300 processes. Using the filtered
models, a similar degree of accuracy was obtained using as few as O

Fig. 8. Axial profiles for (a) solid fraction and (b) gas pressure, predicted by coarse-grid filtered-model simulations of a full-scale bubbling bed. The corresponding “exact”
solutions from the highly-resolved simulation are shown as solid red lines. Profiles for varying coarse-grid resolutions Δcoarse

grid =dp are shown.
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(102) cell and the simulations took as little as �2 days on 8 processors.
However, by using coarser grids, spatial resolution is sacrificed for
numerical speed. Flow features smaller than the coarse-grid size are
not resolved but the filtered models afford accurate predictions of the
macroscopic bed behavior. The combination of computational speed
and macroscopic accuracy establishes the filtered models as a useful
and powerful methodology for device-scale simulations.

Small differences between the filtered model predictions and the
exact solutions are observed. In particular, the bed height is slightly
underestimated, possibly due to a slight underprediction of the gas-
solid drag coefficient. The wall boundary conditions are found to be
irrelevant in the case of our coarse-grid simulations. The temporal
fluctuations associated with the measured velocity and drag force
values can help explain the small errors in our predictions, but these
fluctuations were not accounted for in the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered
models. As such, future efforts will be devoted towards quantifying
filtered model uncertainty originating from the temporal fluctuations.

Disclaimer

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States

Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or useful-
ness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommenda-
tion, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency

Fig. 9. Comparison of the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered-models with
(a) reconstructions of filtered gas-solid drag coefficients and (b) filtered slip
velocities, obtained from analyzing the highly-resolved full-bed simulations.

filtered from high−res. bubbling bed
bubbling bed filtered model prediction
filtered from high−res. turbulent bed
turbulent bed filtered model prediction

Fig. 10. Comparison of the Sarkar et al. (2013) filtered-model predictions with
filtered cylinder-suspension drag forces measured from highly-resolved full-bed
simulations. The drag force is presented as function of the filtered solids velocity in
(a) and (b) for the turbulent and bubbling beds, respectively. For clarity, the full-bed
force measurements are re-plotted in (c), together with the point-value predictions
from the Sarkar et al. (2013) model.
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thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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